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Dr. Riesman Speaks
onight--Concert Hall
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14, 1963

’Galaxies and Mankind’

Student YSA Official
Speaks Here Today

Dr. Shapley Explains Life
Not Started by Miracles
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NEW FACULTY tAti4PFRLt.
Col Edwin Rios (kid) welcomas
the newest member of the Military Science faculty, Capt. Eugene Johnson.

S.--CPARTAN DAILY

Thursday. November 14. 1W

Mrs. Smith, the President
A ssoinali for l’it-aletil! Ritlitailous, you say?
ApparentIs Sell. Maigaret Chase Smith tit -Maine) does not
think so.
’ll’hursdas. Sen. Smith announced that she is !seriously consid
ering entering some presidential primaries to lffer Republicans a
’third choice- its the selection 1,1 their 1%4 nominee,
Sen. Smith. a ho has sersed in the Senate since 1949, is expected to amniotic.. in a speei h before the Vl’onten’s National Press
asiling1011. Del% 5. %%healer she sill be a candidate. ac.
Club
cording to the V.,. iated Press.
NIrs. smith’s hiends reportedly think that she would be a
piesidential nominee if she does well in the
strong potootial ir
primaric-.
!she kr. de-. ’Wed her p.-ition as -less liberal than that of
Nelson Rot kctellt mid liss onsersatise than that of Barr) Cold sales.
’I
Maine Republican would on those grounds lw an ideal
running mate for either If.. kefeller or Goldwater. Ilossever, simple
meograph uould mit allow het to run aith Rockefeller. Rockefeller
and he art- both from the Northeast.
’u rd President A oodrow Wilson never foresaw this "tragedy.’
befalling. Inerica a hen he decided to take up the cause Ilf female
suffrage in his campaign for re-election in 1916. As Ise understand
it. Wilson nierely %anted to eliminate a source of friction on the
American political !Went% He and others beguiled by the siren call
roust now be turning riser in their graves.- H.R.

Thrust and Parry

41001’
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of spoce
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words. preferably typed and doublespaced.
this
Lettrs
eaceneding
amount eithe, will not be printed or
will b d:1d to conform to length.
Th edit r also r.
the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Letters of personal attacks will not be printed. All lettrs
must include th writer’s signature
and ASS number.

Chastisement Unfair,
SJS Students Insist

which another’s trotentiai for
would be limited.
Now let us turn to the matter of love. As one who would
profess the name of JenUs Christ.
I would like to present is Bill ical
definition of love: "Love is so
patient and so kind; love never
boils with jealousy; it never
boasts, is never puffed with
pride; It does not act with rudeness, or insist upon its .own ad self-expression

Academic Freedom
Our Concern --AAUP
Editor:
Recently, a letter from Professor Charles E Smith appeared
in these columns. In this letter,
Professor Smith made some
rather serious charges concerning threats to his professional
career and academic freedom.
At this time we should like to

Editor:
Those st wierits who have been
fortunate enough to know and
to have attended classes taught
by Dr. Charles E. Smith feel
that the current chastisement
brought against him is grossly
unfair. It is one thing for the
administration to ask Dr. Smith
to resign as TASC faculty adviser, but it is another to try to
force his resignation with the
threat of cancellation of his
richly deserved promotion.
In our opinion there are very
few teachers, at this or any
other college or university, who
approach the all-around excellence exhibited by Dr. Smith. He
is an industrious, conscientious
individual, who is capable of deciding the relative merits and
values of TASC as well as any
college official. We feel, as do
many others, that the persecution of Dr. Smith over such a
petty problem is quite ridiculous.
Dave Topham AKB 6641
Don %Vattern ASB 4198
Jean Forsyth ASB 6281

Freedom Resultant
Of Love, Says Writer

fessional and responsible way
toward his institution. Both
rights and responsibilities are
basic to our organization.
This letter Is not intended as
a comment on the accuracy of
Professor Smith’s charges, or to
say whether he was acting in a
professionally responsible manner in making his initial action
a letter to the Daily. Our primary purpose in writing to the
Daily is to reiterate the longstanding concern which AAUP
has had In the area of academic
freedom. Academic freedom is at
the very heart of our system of
higher education; charges of its
violation concern all of us. AAUP provides one of the best avenues we know for the examination of any violations of such
freedom.

and cartoons tend to be of
thr
"indecent" type. Son:,
these sell copies oi
problem is that it
SOMetillIPS

TEACH ME TO DEFEND MYS’ELF IhOFFENSIVELY."

Though Al Mason states that
. but is alwas.
vantage)
our world Is made for freedom
when truth prevails." II Con
and love," it seems that his en13:4-61.
tire emphasis is on freedom
It would seem to me, then,
Desert Flower Hand Lotion
rather than love. And, if I am
that freedom and peace would
not reading between the lines
be resultants of love. Peace
$2.00 value for $1.00
too Much, he equates freedom
should not he so glibly dismissed
With our traditional American
if we are to offer love in its
New Fabulash by Revlon
way of life. At this point I would
highest form. And most cer$2.50 plus tax.
like to suggest that freedom is tainly freedom can never be
the state in which each indiachieved by the assertion of
vidual is allowed a maximum deselfish interests as Mr. McCort
gree of self-expression. This
would have us believe.
would imply that no individual
I shall offer a couple of ex10th & Santa Clara
294-9131
could legitimately assert his own
amples to illustrate my point.
self-expression to the point at If the white man were to offer
love to the Negro instead of
hate and prejudice, peace would
prevail and the Negro would not
have to seek the freedom he so
desperately needs. If America
offered love to many of the other
world nations, it would not so
often try to force its own systems and ideas upon them; thus
their freedom of choke would
not be reduced and the possibility for peace would be increased.
Finally, I would like to thank
Mr. McCort for pointing out to
THE OLIVER SHIRT...
the campus that some of the
Judeo-Christian beliefs are a
OR THE SMOCKING SHIRT!
relevant force in our twentieth
WHICH WILL YOU HAVE
century society.
Eugene P. Mccarty
FOR FALL?

This Week’s Specials

TENTH STREET PHARMACY

make known to the faculty at
San Jose State College that a
primary function of the American Association of University
Professors has been to protect
the principle of academic free
dom. The AAUP has gained national and international recognition for its role where violations of academic freedom have
occurred. Both the local chapter
on this campus and the national
headquarters of the AAUP make
its services available where
charges of violations of academic
freedom are Made.
Entry of the AAUP is, however, upon invitation. A request
for investigation will most often
come from either the person
charging a violation or from the
individual or individuals accused
of the violation.
Problems of academic freedom
usually involve administratisefac ul I y relat ion.ships. The AAU I ’
Is concerned not only with protecting academic freedom, but
also in protecting the professional status of the faculty. This
assumes not only that the administration provides academic
freedom for the professor but
that the professor acts in a pro-
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Define ’Good Taste’
In Lyke, Says Writer
Editor:

Editor:

kf

_

John A. Barr, President
San Jose State College Simpler
American Asmwiation of
nitereity Profestsorn
Noniron E. Ntistser
T reasurer

- A"."..0
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print such cartoons. .111.1 sone,
times not. The ruie
"in good taste" i.,
it might not Is.
something ttl.t.
the Administlahon
either "good la t. 11,01.1
Is
clearly delinert ra .1-r
mate autholits a it, ...ho
taste" is s Ii, Is 1.1 !ii ere,,,t)
Identified.
Huger isoucroi

In my letter published in
"Thrust and Parry" on Tuesday.
I said that parts of the recent
issue of Lyke magazine seemed
obscene. In spite of what the
heading said, there was no positive statement that it contains
obscenity, hut rather an opinion
with which some people agree /hat it is in had taste. I asked
for the definition of what is "in
good taste" currently used by
Lyke, because apparently the
Lyke policy, which is not codified, has changed since last
year. But I was not asking for
strong censorship, as some people have been led to think.
Apparently the funniest jokes

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

MEN’S

Hair Styling
RAZOR CUTS

phone 297-7155
by appointment only

Stanley

For Her Pleasure At
Her Dance, Give Her

A Distinctive Corsage

A16111

’4 AND

S9

A. The Oliver in 100% Dacron
polyester whip cream
with large platter collar. White,
or blue, sizes 7-15. $9.
B. Smocking shirt in 50% cotton/
50% Zantrel polynosie rayon.
White, pink or blue with white/
smocking. 30-36. ;4.
YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP. SECOND FLOOR

HERB’S
Chevron Station
STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE
Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of ge:
to an engine tune-up, you can be
sure they’ll get prompt expert at
tention at reasonable student rates
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Cornr of 8th and William St.

Spattan2)aily
Entered is second class matter April
24, 1934 at San Jose, California. under the act of March 3, 1879, Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on remainder -of -semester basis. Full academic year. $9: ach
semester. $4.50. Off-campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CV 4-6414 Editorial
Eat. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Est. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Preis of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 1:45.4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
JERRY ARCA
Editor
...... .....
Advertising Mgr.
DAVE BLOOM
Day Editor
PATTY GIVENS
News Editor .....
RON BOTTINI
Business Mgr.........._ MIKE DANIELS
Promotion Mgr.
BOB RAUH
Feature Editor
DIANE MAUZY

SINCE 1885
"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2nd and San Fernando
C

.

CYpress 2-8312
THE FINEST ALWAYS AND

§eS/100 81/1T1
0Aycy4.5544
552 S. Bascom
CV 5-7238
"TRIAL OR ERROR"
Peter Sellers

YOU’LL F IA I WITH US
I I. i111.1,1r.4:;

WHEN YOU

"THE FOUR DAYS OF NAPLES"
Students $1.00

TOW N E

C Y 73060
1433 THE ALAMEDA
"HEAVENS ABOVE"
Rati Sellars
"MACARIO"
A New Film from Mari,
Students $1.00

SEE THE VALUES

SHOP THURSDAY NIGHT ’TIL 9!

"Right on Campus"

400 S. 10 S
"MANY WAYS TO SIN"
A Wild On.
PARIS
"THE BACK STREETS OF
Students $I

SARATOGA

73-r1
14502 BIG BASIN WAY UN
Ge.q’
On
The ’ Carry
IT"
"GET ON WITH
"THE LADY DOCTOR"
Abbe tee
Vittorio DeSica
STUDENTS

Alma

Nov. 18th
Bovizot.2e,

YOU PAY H’

end

Aimed*, Rd.

"LONGEST DAY"
"LEDGEND OF LOBO"

$100

TROPICA1RE
1969 Alum Rock Are.
South Screen
"RAMPAGE!"
"CAST1LLIAN"
MOISTER
"PORTRAIT OF A

lit & Sou Salvador

CT 2-6778

"LAWRENCE OF ARABIA"

North Screen
"THE LEOPARD"
CARETAKERS"
-THE

Sihanouk’s Renunciation of Aid
End of Independent Cambodia?
NEWSOM
By PHIL
Foreign News AnalYst
circumstances,
Under ordinary
should welStates
.he United
loud cheers Camwith
row
announcement that it
!udia’s
U.S. aid as of
renouncing
was
year.
the
of
the first circumstances are not
Bdt the

........

.rdinarY.
that makes
One condition
Cambodia’s locatLin
them so is
South Veit Nam,
bolering upon
Thailand. A pro-Cornand
Laos
would open up
nunist Cambodia
sanctuary for
new prhileged
attack on South
Communist
he
and add to Communet
on Thailand.
pressures
st
circumstance eeriA further
Prince Norodom Sier upon
41 -year iamouk, Cambodia’s
-playing chief of
AI saxophone
1955 has been a
itate who since
Southeast Asian
naverick in
policy of
pomics and whose
has taken a
.positive neutrality"
and turns.
amber of twists
1955 he rein
instance,
For
king so that
winced his title as
an active part in
he could take
against the
Cambodian politics
The degoad of communism.
U.S. aid also
rision to renounce
said, to halt a
to taken, he
ping to the left.

Nam

the

rI

OSE
CLUB
t,

alth Club
Chore St.
i-9910

SPEAKS Ills MIND
he
In the intervening years,
klso has had this to say:
HAhout communism: A prince
well
Ind former king must be
liware that the first concern of
of
lhe Communists is to get rid
he king and natural elite of any
skint*. they succeed in laying
harts on ... I have no particliar liking for communism."
-About South Viet Nam: The
Par in South Viet Nam is "al-

D1LLAS
young man whose picture
appears above recently made
$200 in one week and still kept
abreast of his college classes.
He recently received a 8100
award for being top salesman
in Santa Clara County this
summer. Also he received a
$50 award for being top salesman at San Jose State College. The reason Dallas got
started on his selling job Was
because every new college
salesman receives a special
bonus of a complimentary Key
to every Playboy Club in
America. To find out all about
this wonderful on campus opportunity, Contact Dallas Hall
at Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity. Phone 295-9993.
Tile

ige

ready lost as far as the free
world is concerned."
About the United States: "I
have lost all confidence in the
AttleeiCarIN . , who are the most
unjust people in the world . .."
- About Cambodian neutrality: "We want guarantees ... If
no one wants to give guarantees,
I shall ask the Chinese Communists to send its enough forces to
discourage aggression from Thailand and South Viet Nam. I
stress that this is no joke."
In his early days of "positive
neutrality," Sihanouk patterned
himself after Indian Premier
Jawaharlal Nehru, following the
five principles of co-existence
which Nehru also hoped would
preserve the peace between India and Red China.
The Geneva conference establishing the so-called neutrality
of Laos sprang from a sugges
tion by Sihanouk.

a $12 million hospital. Another
$35 million came from France.
Sihanouk has not hesitated to
crack down on Communists at
home. Last year 14 were sentenced to death fuir a plot
against the government.
The sum of it seems to be that
Sihonouk is aware of the Communist danger to himself and to
his country, lie also wants to
keep his job.

His renunciation of U.S. aid,
expulsion of U.S. and French
troops and his invitation to Red
China to help him speed Cambodia into "advanced socialism"
smack of desperation measures.
Appeasement never yet served
as a bar to Communist ambitions, and this could be the beginning of the end for an independent Cambodia.
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By ALAIN RAYMOND
United Press International
ALGIERS upt ) The Aletti
Hotel seems finished as one of
the most noun-kills espionage
centers in North Africa.
At various times during its
colorful histor y, the Aletti
housed Nazis, Free French, anti-Gaullist European terrorists
and innumerable spies amt once
even flew the Vatican flag.
President Ahmed Ben Hello’s
government has swept it up
with other Algiers hotels and
restaurants in his nationalization program.
It was briefly the headquarters in World War II of the
Nazis in Algiers. The Germans
were followed by the Vichy
French, then the British and
finally the Free French of Gen.
Charles de Gaulle. Always there
were the go-between agents.

The hotel was the headquarters for war correspondents for
two years after t he Allied invasion of North Africa.
Anti - Gaullist eollaborat,
plotted in its liars and restaurants in 1942. Twenty you
later terrorists of the Secret
Organization
(OAS,
Army
schemed
Ga Ile’s downfall
for handing Algeria to the Moslems.
One story says that the Aletti
;Ind before
had so many
World War II. inchohng a Van.
can flag mark ow the 1935 Eucharistic congress, that French
army officers used them to make
underwear for themselves during
the war’s textile shortage,
Less than IN months ago one
could make contact at. the Aletli
to meet Jean -Jailor,’ Sosini and
other members of the die-hard
oAS.

Art Gallery Show
it and Liosly Siegriest,
lather and son from Oakland,
are displaying their paintings
in the College Art Gallery until
Nov. 27.
LOOiS

Bulgarian Red
In Dogged Drive
To Oust Canines
By ALIJA:RA BRANSON
United Preto. International
The dog no
VIENNA
longer is man’s best friend in
Communist Bulgaria.
Instead. according to the party
daily in Svishtov, he has become
"a dangerous carrier of infectious and parasitic diseases to
man and cattle" which must
be eliminated.
The Bulgarian regime ha.
been carrying out an extermination campaign for a long time.
claiming that dogs are responsible for everything from rabie,
and worms to fowl pest and
swine-pox.
Eighty per cent of the ox and
sheep livers brought to the. meat
combine in Svishtov has to to destroyed because they are infected with parasites. ’which
are spread mainly by dogs," the
party organ said.
So the Town Committee of
Svishtov’s Communist part y
passed a resolution forbidding
the possession of dogs in the

just
think
of it.

odict- i,ti

hartered

thi- Christmas

NEW YORK
DENVER

$240*
$90*

Round trip on a D.C. 8 via Capital International Airways,
first class.

Leave S. F. Dee. 20 l’Aening
Return January 5. 19tol

For the above rates, call before Nov. 20
Wayne Lee, 294-0617
. rub:rims:raise e
’ h,.

All for

$144

A new Fall suit,
latest style,
, worth 612

with nothing
down & a year
to pay!
You just can’t 1
beat this offer!
Complete wardrobe to last you
all year -8 handsome changes for
school, sports
and dress!
All yours at a
saving of 30.50.
No extrasno
charge for alter- #
ations...
All you pay is
$15
a month!

Wool flannel
blazer in blue
or olive,
39.50
reg.
3 pairs of slacks,
your choice of
any in our stock
priced 22.50

22.50
2250
174.50

8

great changes ta tak., pi all through the yeal
9ffont lasts!
What a deal! COM?
",Plet
OUTFIT 3 OUTFIT 4 OUTFIT 5 OUTFIT 6 OUTFIT 7 OUTFIT

ft,

you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
and take months to pay!

IA?
_I 1
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SPORT
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I
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SPORT
COAT

with

with

HARMONY

BONUS
SLACKS

I.. SLACKS

COAT
with
SUIT
PMTS

CONTRAST
SLACKS

HARMONY
SLACKS

with
Suit
Coat

with
Suit

Goat

arde

A MOW"’
,ffttltt

First at Santa Clara

4ti

r/4‘

SPORT
COAT
with
CONTRAST
SUCKS

San Jose: First at Santa Clara

open from 9
weekdays and
Sundays duethis monttes

Charter Flights

YOU GET:

OUTFIT 2

is
on
on
of

BY POPULAR DEMAND

FABULOUS FALL WARDROBE BUY!
$144 for 8 great outfits (reg.114.b4

town.
"Only the offices of the National Defense Ministry, the Ministry of the Interior, organized
hunters, some enterprises and
house owners Who have permits
for watchdogs are allowed to
flOSSCSS dogs," the order said.
The Committee ordered specific days for the destruction of
dogs but noted that "the number of citizens who turned lip
with their dogs was very small "
The dog, it seems, has replaced the once mighty Stalinist as the number one menace to
Bulgarian health and society.

LIAN"

iTAKERS"

The Gallery
a.m. to 4 p.m.
1:15 to 5 p.m.
ing the run
exhibit ion.

IN TWO WORLDS

cre,

)PARD"

OPARTAN DAL?-1

1

In the meantime, he also has
been able to live in the best of
two worlds.
U.S. military and economic
and from the United States since
1955 has totalled about $365
million or around $30 million per
year.
Communist China allocated
$40 million liar four factories.
The Soviet Union contributed

Total
Value

s TO SIN

Changing Algeria Finishes
Notorious Espionage Ring

Nr...vo..

Stevens Creek

- BONUS
SLACKS
IT with
0 Suit
Coat

4SPARTAN

RATTY

BREWER NAMED NO. I

Ann Landers Speaks

Columnist Pinpoints
People’s Problems

SJS Demos
Oppose IICUA 11141
Meet Today

(EDITOR’S NOTE: Mike Dunne,
Spartan Dily reporter, represented
SJSs chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
honorary men’s journalism society, at
the organisation’s nt:onal convention
last week in Norfolk. Va, Ann Landers,
nationwide columnist. gave Dunne the
following interview).

’the SJS Democratic Club has
offie.ally announced its opposition
to the !louse Committee on VI,
Anaii wan Atli ities I lit ’A ,
In their policy meeting the t1li
it iNisolution otaar-ang the
committee "as it is presently tail,
taste- ttl, rim
stituted" and in
tailing its insestigations.
pas,ed

The Demo group also supperoNt
in
t
part ieipat ion
UnittNI !Catkins and tavowed the
withholding of federal akl !Finn
states practicing "overt, legal
discernable racial discriminiti
in contravention of con.stittitionat
guarantees."

cliii ’mull

The Demo Club will meet today.
in Cafeteria Room A at It ,,

the tfriistaffe
FOLK MUSIC THEATER
970 So. First St.
Now Apoear;ng

_

JANET SMITH
BILL MUNDAY
Fri. I Set.: 9, 10:30 8, 12 P.M
Sunday: HOOTENANNY. 8 P.m
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1%m, depends on
how’,
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By MIKE DI NNE
the f,,1
Insecurity and a lack of
confidence are the roots of most thoraty.
Nine -i.t.it I ’’ii’’1,1 the
people’s problems, according to
Ann Landers, advice-giving syn- lads, jinn nails’ lit ditsvering the
thomands mi lei tin slie receives.’
(Heated celtannist.
Ii t "no human
latinhat /,,,,
Miss Landers, speaking (hiring
nil’iIiirr,s
f’.s
etik
a brief interview in Norfolk, Va., tn: iiitwo., or
and
said,
"General
insecurity
h
fwople’s
lack of confidence in report-. he .1.4 1,;, III It, 12 Into, hemselves are usually the source daily ails, el
t, ha and stilt rig
nil their problems."
her (-ohm,’
’rhe columnist, who writes a
ta., 1 she faces is
The to in
PETER BREWER receives Distinguished Cadet award from Maj.
column for 553 newspapets across from p(sipit in In
omit their letJoe Tarpley, head of the Air Science Department.
the country, said that most of the ters printed t, it
there
Op,
approximately 270100 letters she
receives monthly deal iaith martial
I %NV ILETTERS
problems.
jo.opic
"About half of the letters I
htI
!Po
receive are fttim men," She point-11.. I11.1111111 %OWN
IM
ed out.
./14.
i
’’ked
"
Although net specifyine,
number, she said silt‘ 11,11. nt
thi,
1,0
,,1
\Vika,
aiil, ’Tlir-se cadets "many. many letters from rolleitt
NI..).11 ph’\
:..-;enttii- Piot, 11,1,t.i.
’hi.
.,I let t,
!vise hovn to an unusual degree, students."
cadet in the AFROTt
I
It
, III I
-mil "I ot
LOVE
MONEY
Maj. Joe Tarpley, head of the the ability, initiative. and other
Love, Money, study and parental I. II, I"
kit’ Scienee Department. reeently leadership qualities essential to
I
,1
the sueressful
performance of problems apparent ly bot her i s
, It. t t ts
intiounced the selection.
tit
they it; an AII Force officer."
lege students more than any "flaw
Ile said that lirtiver was se.epytdt
Rrevier - ,,1 that he -was very
doe.
lected from four AFIttrIV stn..
hmilts
, -tie the award." He
"Money and girl friends bothei.
’PM.. designated
’ I WhO
.lii :,
the Air Force his college boys most of all," she said
iii
t’i nn
I I
,ished Cadets."
tht
n -,I
explaining that nearly half the tit. tspp...,
’rite three other stilde,"
letters she gets from collegians ,,antittet
kfickey Bitdwell. Dale lirydi.
John Younghlissl.
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Top SJS Air Force Cadet
Chosen; Plans AF Career
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Open Friday 8 Saturday until 4 a.m.

OUT OF THIS WORLD FOOD
AT DOWN TO EARTH PRICES
Whether it’s a meal or
a snack . . . try

if 41.0,,

titan men.
kliindt:,.

Charles Kappen,
Journalism Prof,
Cc-Authors Book
I
,

will

CornitanY.

"So -Called Dollars," shows the
.kriterteall tuition’s growth through
spesit ion, and
commemorative
11,1 monetary medals of dollar anti
liar or,

co-authored
Ii-pression Scrip of
’
and (NJ-edited
Iteprints from the
in 1961.
president of the Cali.iti N MIISInatie Assn.,
1962 was editor
magazine.
kappen

kit)

Tawney Peach
Misty Pink
flu

to

(NOTE: Circle the expected
the probable ’,core).

winner

and ir

iZtOtoklaitO
A Ft MA CP’
518 So. 10th St. At William

Phone 292-5502

it

New Man-Power Deodorant has what it takes to do a MAN’s
job. Gives you the stepped-up penetratiom power, the staying
power a man needs. Covers in seconds...controls perspiration...
stops odor. And it’s absolutely non-sticky. Try it... the new deodorant that does a MAN’s job. New Man-Power. 1.00 plus tax.
rXTRA BONUS

thatc tecncidirte aroma of OLD SPICC

I

s I-4 U 1.1* o N

San Jose
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
180 So. Market

286-1100

Just south of San Jose Library

Pretty, perky,

vs.

Fresno State

lively, lovely,

Wisconsin

vs.

Illinois

contact lens

Navy

VS.

Duke

SMU

vs.

Arkansas

Princeton

vs.

Yale

Alabama

vs.

Gec,roia

for

Pepeonatty
The school set knows! Lasses who wear contact lens to sec belt
can look better, too. Since contacts are worn on ihe nye tell
than at a distance, they provide a greater field of ,ision, sheIk
looking straight ahead or to either aide. So, coo, in friday a,
let us fit your eyes with contacts.

Ti’(

All entries must be in the borer, in Oa; ’,pa, Ian
Bookstore and Spartan Daily off i.e by Friday rit_win

THE CONTACT LENS CENTS
123 So. Third

NAME

I ’4

ADDRESS
PHONE

peter neroj
University Santa Clara

ANNOUNCING...

SURFBOARD
KITS
Is I

Presented by

SURFERS....

VELZY

bud n
travis
C

MAN-POWER

service . . .
EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
Motor & Transmission Overhauls
Tune-ups, Brakes, Ignition

SJS

Contest is open to II members of th SJS faculty and st,.lent body, with the
escption of members of the Spartan Dsily editopel and ad,,ertiting staffs Winner
free, rounditrlp ticket on Pacific Southwest A ri nes betwerri San Fran.
will receir
Otto and Los Aneles, geed until June. Winrr will be notified by the Wednesday
following each contest

This is no
weak -sister
deodorant!
...it’s new

foreign car

SPECIALISTS

ate

Workshop Begins
Yoll leafier worltn. will beI lii p.m. in the
*.’,...akshops will be
hom n.ngs,
e. and Thursday
-on) today
I.e. 5.
;
Men n,
a 2.25 over-all
ifi,k
the 1963 spring
Iti he eligible for yell

Closest cornpioe

GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF NOV. 16-18

dna. is Harold F. Ilibler,
manager of the Aetna
:nstiralice

special $3.75

book.

PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST

isher this month.

7th 8 Santa Clara, San Jose
Closed on Mon.

(Blush on

a

which

,,-1 ity the New York

7 n.m - 10:30 ci.r.

NEW REVLON

,,laired

!, ’Hai’s,"

RESTAURANT
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prtifessor of
Daily Ad-

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
FOUNTAIN

;;,i-n.

Spattall2)ailt1

Kathy
Brainerd (1.), Louis C
ONLY IMPERISHABLES
noni, AWS Committee Service chairman, and Arle
D’Arcy, AWS president, pack
only imperishables into the
OPEN TONIGHT
Thanksgiving boxes for San Jose
County Hospital clinical pa’TM 9:00
tients’ families. The food is colcenters.
lected from SJS living
Roberts Book Store
lOth St. across from
The Thanksgiving baskets are a
d,
serivce project for AWS.

Students

NOV. 22-8:30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
T.ckts now on sale at ’,1",
TICKETS $2.25, $3.25. For Informnfoon 196 1360 tat 29)

DO-IT-YOURSELF AND SAVE! Each Yetis, S,nril car I It
Contains: Polyureathane blank, wooden slteot 0:4,
rope, six quarts of res,n, over 2 oz. of zat.ityst.
paper, mast,ing tape and detailed Instructions. Priad
$54.75 to $66.95.

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 8 TO 5:30

WILLOW GLEN
4E0 ..t.(95/1)
4t4
_ 021311
AtiquAtate

9Zs boa kt,d40’414
ONE STOP SNOPP1NC 750 WILLOW ST. FREE PARKING. 764115_11..

Sammy Sisters at SAM

’Peter Pan’
Stars Senior

Student Conducts
Symphony Nov. 16
( ’411IIIIIII

1.1

Thirrotifec

ember 11

SWARTIIN DAILY

1(4f114

.1..,110(11.41,14,

Its SJS Ctsllege stieletit
VVilliam Galbraith will ;mike its
first appearance Nov. It;, in the
Sequoia Iligh School, liedwood
City.
Gallo adh is senior music major. Mc, -tailieit the violin since
wa. .eren Ile received si
S111.11(11.‘Illio
5.15. where he has
been eorieert master for two
years.
/ur.
Tieket
lormanci. 1..
la. .4111,1111ell
(It
11101141

W0011,

Sandra fano)
will play the it le
drama major,
San Jose
"Peter Pan." a
in
role
production to be
Guild
Venter
Nov. 22-24, 29-30, at
pa.sented
Theater, (’I. Ii’
Monteianery
the
Auditorium.
roles
Other principal
Katie Ilultgren as
’,Wed IA
Poul Payson as
Wendy, and
Ilultgren is a
two Book.
1111,hmT High
Si!
00tande
Clara, and 1-blysiin
irhool, Santa
tit military
4/1

1110

11,041

Folk Club
Slates White

3-lf1141

el:1131.

OLD
CHICAGO
CLUB
Presents

n,

Exotica

(1.), Louis C.
and
Arlene

Who

car

ZTED CARS
Thauls

-SAMMY- HONOREESAfter dinner at the
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity last week, honoring
the first six Sammy Sisters, the brothers and
new "sisters,- g.ther around the fraternity
scrapbook. New members include: Holly B.i.

Plot

Gina
and

her
44’s

t
corripte

’,V! .5

danced in
The Interns

TONIGHT
L 9:00
Book Store

nardt, Karo Bernharde, Rene 13.,...rkman, Roberta
Asher, Zorinne Sonkin and Beverly Schwartz.
he only hatioree not pictured is Beverly
Schwartz, who is a student at the University of
California, Berkeley.

Wed , Thu,
end Sunday

II 30 Fr;
Sarteday 9 30

’rho.
nil -is’,. coum.
Alpha NIti
133e
11(31 tills,

OLD CHICAGO CLUB
897 El Camino Real
Sunnyvale

Of
5,3

I, it1;1,1

Personal Christmas Lards
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I
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1

1
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PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
34 Fountain St.

292-3565
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BUKKA WHITE
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Villa Montalvo
Plans Art Show

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920
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giNG.illaillANIT:AN

WE’D e I NG
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veettere.,. teleeeittHlies,
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10-22. Villa MonDuring 1,,
tlavo. ettlitiril venter near Saratoga. will present the first We.t
roast exhibition nf
lentilln. of Guttorn Otto, noti,d
and portrait soli:0
Otto will share the NI .T11:11,,
Ote
limelight with an (Atari,
art of eastern Canadian 1.1skJ.lin
printmakers ot Cape Dorset.
near iludson Bay.
Previous to this exhibit. Dee
all galleries at Villa Mon5-1t
talvo will be occupied by the
annual Christmas Decor f:xtuut it
of selected artists of Santa
ate,.
Peninsula
Valley
and
()iwn daily from Pl aril to I
it.tn., there is an
charge ter 1i..th
children.
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TERMS GLADLY
.’leVtif.laiV

4

1 oar ilo..ter
JUAN
72 S. F1rst SI
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

For all Your Holiday Occasions . . . fabulous
Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Exciting velveteen separates, glamorous cocktail and dinner dresses ... all at prices designed
to treat a college budget nicely.

ELECTRIC I. l’ACIN FEIN
(BS and MS Degrees)

TICO S

1ACOS

Positions available with the Department of water
resources currently engaged
in the Design and Con
struction of California
water facilities.

Need Energy to
Face the Elements?

1441
1\ II 11%11 1

$4.50

,11,1

fere. he
III ’A -Vat it
III I 9:t7, he reeorded his largest-sellin4 number, -Shake ’ens
Down." Shortly thereafter, he
ta f’erchman
was sentenced
Farm, where he was made unofficial cans!" musician.
Also, he recr)rded the Library
of Congress while in pris.sn. Upon his release, the blues SillV(I’
rettirned to Memphis, where t o
has lived sitter. in SI Isoard’
hniusr. Ho ha- played in e:
ie,,, :Ind for danne, in oist!’..i.

a

now at M. BLUM’S.

Positions are available with the Division of Highways,
Division of Bay Toll Crossings and the Department
of Water Resources.

%ILK’

5-0888

$2.25, $3.00 $3.75

after -five fashions in the AFTER FIVE SHOP

CIVIL I.:MANIA:41N
(BS Degree)

smog

San Carlos Street
CY

to’

’Gypsy’ Friday

1,

Representatives of the State of California will be on
campus November 19 to interview January 1964
graduates in Civil and Electrical Engineering.

TO 5:30

he

.
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I ’SA

4

All in

,541,,,H.!

t
CBS Sp..

in Concert

1111.

’
..toitery
MA% mg lutmer
llers and tne new Sam’ ,thered in a friend-,i1 sang the Sigma
Alpha. Mu song.
’rhe first six girls to lye honored hy the fraternity tire BolKant Bernhardt
ls
I Ici mcs1
! c...! in. Roberta Asher,
13eSPHS
11101
:Kin
Ail the %%torten al’,
., .1, except Iteerl,
v
..ir at the L’nivers.
.. Berkeley.

Shill’4!
-4,1,

MARY

Son Jose Be. Office

Peter, Paul, and Mary
To Sing at Civic Friday
Paul

clad

31!.

two! at
.1 55
last

1

PETER
PAUL

8:15.

Friday, November 15
Tickets on Sale

11’11011

Cards for all the family
and special occasions

y, lovely,

41

PRESENTS

KXRX

ilijqjrojtj.,

he

Thanksgiving Cards Are In, Come In

2-1/, 1190

11,

SHANTO RAOThis classical
Indian dancer will star in Monday night’s show in Montgomery Theater, Civic Auditorium.
The performance, sponsored by
the Spartan Programs Committee, is scheduled for
Other highlights of the program
will include folk dances from
Andhra and Malabar by Chan
dramati and Padma. Musicians
for the show will be K. V. Ratria,
K. K. Nathappa, Vasanti Rao,
and Natarajan.

Comedia Plays

They %k ill semi. the it
eatomity, l’he
on/ation will 111. left up
-tstet s. In the t
s is, is’,’ \yin

Oft

RVICE

Wii-

pl:syinv

Six Sammy Sisters Are Adopted
By Brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu

SI,er ,rne

Amateur
Shows
Fri. & Sat.

, hi!
..fit so ,..rn 114 !I
’iii III

yte

Have A Hot Doq or Two
%Mt

1’1 11 1 \II \ I

\l

\I.1.11

( /I I

1111

at Ticos!

1

1818c 786405_4.,
Brochures

available at

the Placement Offic.’

111:

I

SI

1(01

\ I 11 \

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

6PAN

Long -Time Cott}

Thursday. Niwernher 14, 19143

DATI.T

D.’,

Poloists Impolite Hosts;
Beat Argentine Team, 10-6
tt, NUM.: Sill:MX
Ji-se Siale entry polo
s
iry limed to he uniii.rtrily hosts
last night, thumping the Argentine
National Team, 10-6.
The Lit at American visitors
.lide it a battle all the way, bat
c-pe w.th the smaller pool
and the saperh ball -control of the
Spartans.
It Was the third internationa’
polo match to be played in the
Spartan Pool In 1917. the Ameri-

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
across from Malias

CT 7-4653

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipers

* Comfit/It* Sterna
or Mogatins
and Paperbacks
* Barnes b Nook,
Coolege Outline Series

s

Coach Lee Walton arra In a
fresh team in the second period.
114:ek Riddle respanded Immediately with a Spartan goal to
tie the score. Barnes and Larry
laigambIll followed salt. The defense held sway as SilS led 6-4
at the Intermission.

Depat
teaching dnisio
was water polo coach at
San Joie
!State for 22 years from
19154i
’Present coach Lee Walton
playi
runder Dr. Walker in 1954-57.

CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE

Phi Sigs Nab
lir Title;
Clip ATO

Ray Arveson, who hasn’t seen
much action in past games, hart
I
Phi Sigma Kappa whipped AT(
his rifle arm in gear, slamming in
14-0 Tuesday afternoon to reign
’hire straight goals as San Jose
the Fraternity League touch tow palled away 9-4 in the third perball champ.
’, id.
It was the second consecut
The Spartans played a passing football title for the fraternit:.
game much of the second half team. Last year Phi Sig won tla
and really slowed down things in fraternity crown and then defeated
the fourth quarter. A couple of the Cal -Hawaiians for the college
bad passes set up Argentine scores intramural championship.
rtth by Daschuta.
On Friday, the same two
Read added a final tally for
teams clash for the all -college
San Jose.
crown. The only difference will
The Spartans. besides controlling
he a few new fares.
Jim Hemphill passed twice to
the hall well, hit on 10 of 22 shots.
just under 50 per cent. Argentina. Tom O’Neill for the Phi Sig sixthe -amp team that placed third pointers . A safety accounted for
the 11 piints.
In final fraternity games of
t Ii,’ season, Sigma Chi blanked
Theta Xi, 7 -0: Theta Chi deFreshman harrier Dave Lower
feated sigma Nu 19-9; Pi Kaphas had his troubles over the
pa A 1pha humbled Sigma Phi
Spartans 4.2-mile course. It seem.
F1psilon 20-0; and SAF: edged
that Dave hardly ever tours the
Sigma Pi 7-41,
conrse daring a race without fallIntramural Director Dan Uning down. lie’s did it six lime- in ruh urges all interested mai,
tviii meets.
students to turn in entry planks
for the annual "Turkey Trot" race
by Friday at 1 p.m.
1
There win he two ilk isions in
nro ira and
the "Ttirke Trot
99:

Italian Mohair

per

ball

IMPORTED YARNS AT DISCOUNT PRICES

florae el Yarn
945 So. Bascom
(2 blocks south of county hospital)
Opening Saturday November 16th

YOUR CONVENIENT
B.F. GOODRICH STORE
295-6050

First

_It BEST TIRE
of the YEAR!
31\ki
ITE WALL
NYLON

!..V9
CLEARANCE SALE!

Buy now! Save on all these "Long Miler" tubeless

sizes!

$21 $2

Larger Car Sizes
7.100 15,4.000 14
7.60 n 15/8.50 a 14
8.00 a 15
’11eductillorlubt tyztan6.70015,7.10.15.7.50,15,
All prices phis cur and tire on your cr.

Regular Car sizes
(40015
6.70 15/7.50 x 14

fi 1:11kii
CREDIT!

Your credit is already established
at your nearest B F Goodrich store
if you have any active national
credit card. No delays! No ques110051 Buy now ... pay later.

hr to be eligible for 0
Jan CC ra ce, the participant car.not he on a track team or hic.
been a member of any four-year
ir junior college team.
The open di’, ision is for any
!rant not restricted by the ell:hility rules of the novice divisaa.
There will be a turkey. dci
,ind chicken awarded to the LI,’
threo finishers, respectively. ’I’,
phiPs will alsq be awarikx1 to t!
three top finishers and a travelinis
award to the organization having
the greatest r. i’’her of finishers
rimier :10 rajj,,,.,.

Judoists Meet
In Promotional
Match Sunday

anding low prices on this quality tire!’

Compact Car Sizes
5 20 a 13
5.60;5 90/6.00 X 13
6 40/6.50 13
5 50,5.60 a 15
600/5.90’15

directi

, ment’s student

BLOCKED ATTEMPTEfiok Akpan (white jersey) has this shot blocked by Stanford goalie
Kent Muellen (lower right). Other Stanford
players seen are Richard Lomergan and Bill

The San Jose State freshmen
set their sights on a second,
tom
straight natio nal championship
morrow when they engage Stanford and California frosh in a speeial two-mile rare, (in the Spartan
i track
The race i s scheduled at 3:30,
!
la half-hour before the big NorCal
Varsity Championship meet.
AATT officials will be on hand
to officially time the race, to be
entered in national postal compewith schools around the
lit"’
,’"untrY
Ready for top two-mile efforts
are Bill Myers, Darrell Dunaton

San Jose State’s judo team returns to action this weekend after
a two week rest from competition.
The defending NCJA champions
will perform in a promotional
tournament at El Camino High
-rchool in South San Francisco ,a)
at 1 p.m.
Ershting in the tournament ’,vii
of the best judo perforriin Northern California.
p
.-artan
NCJA titlists Gary
Dave Sawyer, and Kay
Yamasaki will lead the San Jose
State delegation.
Also taking part in the tournament will be white and brown belt
judoists. Hcnvever. the black belt,
will be the feature attraction.
Sawyer could become a third degree black belt with three victories
in the tournament.
In their last outing, the Spar tas
n helped the Nor thern C alifornia jaclorsts whip a rkflegatioir
California
In om

FRANK SLEMP
. . . likes the distance
Frank Siestas Georie Rios and
Lo we.
DVe
a
i’
Myers, Dunafon and Skimp will
all thrive on the shorter distance
iretairise 01 their background
.Meyers
de
eDuna
p;
ii
i
were
and
ton
froth milers at
Stomp was the
state’s third best half-miler in
1962.
Rios has missed two workouts
heraUse of a cold. and multi be off
form tomorrow.
Coach Dean Miller also expects
good races out id lioli Baker. who
showed well at Stanford. and Marcel }feta, who’s back in the fold
after a lengthy bout with the Hu.
Jack Price of Cal looms as the
treshmen’s top opponent in the
individual rare. Price hasn’t kit a
Spartabalar beat him this year in
iToss-eountry meets.
Tuesday, the Irish and varsity
went through speed workouts on
the track. A workujewcirkdown
routine cif 220, 330, 440, 660, Mk40.
132o and back down, was the order
of the day.
"Both teams If wAted real gond

It N1 \

I

Aso,.
21,1,01
Santa Clara, 1;alifornis

ATTIC

The

1347 McKee Road
Open 9 A.M. to 2 A.M.
Happy Hour 5 - 7 Daily

I was pleased," Miller commented.
The frosh have something to
strive for tomorrow. Last year’s
team ran the third fastest team ’
Iwo-mile in freshman annals,’
47:45.8. Joe Neff, who ran 9:21.2,
was second onl y to Jess Radcliffe
of Michigan State in individual
eonmetition.
The squad will also take aim at
t he mark of 9:12 that Danny ,
Murphy set in national postal ’
rompelition in 1961
A team win tomorrow would cap
the freshmen’s third unbeaten season in a row.

A HUNK OF TASTY, LUS.
VOUS, SAVORY, TENDER
GRADE AA, NEW YORK
OR TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
COOKED THE WAY YOU
LIKE IT FOR ONLY St 49

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
BREAKFAST SPECIALS

arc le%
Steak louse

Sparta babe
Poloists Nab
Double Wins

’

11

Hatch, battling Akpan on the play. Julie Menendez’ Spartans stopped Stanford 6-5 in the
first loss of the season for the Indians.

Frosh in NCAA Title
Bid Here Tomorrow

Opening Special

8

Walker,

iiS
can Ols’mpians were here followed in the Pan Am (.’itti’
in 1957 by the Hungarian poloists. Paulo this spring girt go
Gary Read, Jim Adams. and formance frcm Daseinaii and
Frank Barnes each seared as San hello Static.
PanArn veteran. Daaehata hit
Jose moved out to a 3-0 first quarfour lit their goads m bile Starlet,
ter advantage. However. Argenflipped in Ilse other two,
tina broke loose for four goals
Coach Walton said. -We played
within two minutes to take thc
lead. Miguel Daschuta put the vs - an outstanding game. We had
tons ahead 4-3 with :15 secands great ball control and they heirsf
us by plir aii our type of game ’
left.

Has Trouble

* Smokers Acc sssss ies

Charles

0 fthe Physical Education

The freshman pr’iri-1-, tuned
NtirCa I
this
weekend’,
:..cd" Tourney at San Francisco
a ’le svith ri r 311
Woodside and Sall (
in Spartan Pool.
hools yesterday
In the first game, Jack I.ikins
poured in five goals, four in the
first period as the Soma:Male,
’it Wrsociside handby
is care
’rhe locals popped in sevP:.
-7.
IS during a racehmise first per
and played easily the rest or
the was.
San Carlos provided much stifb r opposition but agairi Likins
’rrn was the big difference as the
hr.! Iiiiiiher whipped in six goals
in the 11-6 nightcap victory.
The N.e.itors made things tough
for the frsh in the first half. Likcireg Buckingham and Garti.
Rader all scored. but San Carlo came back with two goals, to trail
3-2 at the quarter. It was 6-5 rrt
halftime.
Ilovvever. the Spartabahe defense stiffened in the final t-..
periods. holding San Carlos
harmless third quarter goal.
I.ikins has now scored frf g
on the season in 16 games. The
I eshmen finished rip their regular
season with a 14-2 record, garnering a second straight NorCal Frosh
crown, in the process.

To scout a prospective line-up for your own season’s schedule. get into the h.i.s Barrier Coat. Made of heavyweight
corduroy, lined with Acrylic pile that’s warmer than a drum
majorette’s glance. Plenty of pocket-room, too. Colors in
a sporting vein,
529.95. At stores flying the h.i.s label.

10 -MILE TROUBLE
Bad Winter has has lall spikers.
weightmen and all. running
through an extensive fall distance
schedule. The boys must run 10
miles or a full hour, whichever
comes first, by Nov. 24.

signals call for a pass?
h.i.s.

290

11LS

barrier

coat

headquarters

ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR
m
ps mall deposit will hold anything for Xas
riAsT
S.
.40o

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

B.
A.
P.

LEAK
SPECIAL
REMOVE TRANSMSSION
REPLACE EXTERNAL SEALS
AND GASKETS
ADJUST SANDS AND LINKAGE
Prices Include

28"

RE -INSTALL TRANSMISSION
COMPLETE AND THOROUGH ROAD
TEST
ALL PARTS AND LABOR GUARANTEED

All Ertermil Sealy All Referent Gaskets, All Leber

OFFER GOOD THRU NOVEMBER

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION EXCHANGE
RACE ST.
CY 7-7308
SAN JOSE

392

ACROSS FROM
SEARS

Complete
bit

2 r,

Line

of

h.i.s.

Sp:RrrtEswPeAaRrKIH5

,,,LBERG’S MEN’S WEAR
6

FRESH AND PURE . . .

d:exedo

We give our inventory regular, meticulous inspections as your assurance
that our medications and ingredients are always pharmaceutically perfect
and potent. Too, you can be sure that we glee eeectly what is specified
. . . no substitutions. Our pharmacists? Courteous, prompt arid anxious to
tkem.
be of service Di-

headquarters
for
H.I.S.
for
men, boys

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.
Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

SAN JOSE, SUNNYVALE
OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

Months to Pay

iirr,l

s.k ft f.’s/a. sbrari"

COach
iralker,
Iticat ion Depart.
tietting (Iii sen
Itch at San
Jr,OlVo
’S fl’OM I935-57.
t Walton playm
in 1954-57.

%RI

ntn T-7

Coach, Watch 8820674; HeThu;;r oOffside’
s.

N VESPA
SERVICE
ti 1\,
LARRY MYERS

RICK GAUL

,

FRANK PANGBORN

BILL PETERSON

Inman Holds Court
Or.E (.9 MORE

XEROX’ COPIES
MADE AT

HILLIS PRINTING CO.
,

St

PAY

Ii’ III
ri’ 1.1111,fl

wilshire

VORY. TENDER

4, NEW YORK

rHE

We Pick Up

WAY YOU

r

and Deliver YOUR Car for service

Irt,r1 Pr.-rar
J-Ja.-enar
ro.air. near
is I 1,.m.

Lubrication Our Specialty

IR ONLY 51.49,

I I 11,0.
,e

& SUNDAY
SPECIALS

Corner of

line of Auto Accessories

The jinn:tie.. :ore ’t-3 this Sea Stoll.
iJig host All three game,
11( t %sir points or less. \au I
j1111lool %:11,11%moot
CiSelo
the itituate lion, 13 1’1. atter
(Ii.’uttiiu
mit t.iuiit iii, a
liallthile lead.

286-6190

10th & Santa Clara

2nd ST.

The :-;partabalie, hots e a 4-1-1
"1.11.!,iou Francisco

You should try the Char-Broiled Specialties

ise

Beef Burgers

25e

Chuck Burgers

39$

Steak Burgers

59

Steak Sandwich

89st

Shrimp Sandwich
59$
Fishwich
45$
B.B.Q. Beef
45$
Foot-long Hot Dog
35$
(with sauerkraut or chili)

Try our newly featured Pizza and Dinners
Large Pizza
Extra Large
Spare Ribs

99$
$1.25
. 890

Shrimp Boat
139$
99$
Chicken
1/2 -Lb. Salisbury Steak 139$

BIG BEN
460 E. Williams Between 10 & 11.

Phone CY 4-8344

COME TO OUR

1st Anniversary Celebration
November 1 Ith - 16th
BIG PARTY & GRAND DRAWING
November 16th1 5-8 P.M.
MUSIC - REFRESHMENTS - FREE PRIZES
POLAROID LAND CAMERA - PORABLE T.V.
TRANSISTOR RADIOS - FREE DINNERS
& MANY MORE

ffinEIRMIEIDAM

ison’s sched

1310 AUZERIAS AVENUE
C
BEHIND SEARS - SAN JOSE
Ultilirlitl.-- -Av
- 7 rAnnitY RESTAURANTS UNDER ONE ROOF
-

than a drum
to. Colors in
e h i.s label.

MEETING OF THE MINDS-Head freshman coach Bob Jones,
center, goes over strategy for today’s game at San Quentin
with line coach Les Davis (right) and end coach Chuck Elder,
(left).
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Beau Carter’s The Name

litavjair
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Worried About That

alas
.E PARKING

rvell-orginThree-hun(1rJr reh footJJJ ourprising

True Triple Threat

Tier coat

(EAR

v
!lase your Wheel Alignment checked free of charge by
)ager 81 Silva. Just one of our many extra services.

YAGER & SILVA

Christmas is just around the corner!
Lay-away plans now available

Huret or Simplex nylon derailers only
$4.95 (plus installation)
$39.95
Lightweight 3 -speeds from
10-Speed Derailers from

CY 5-8968

tormati,n.
gle
Iretund an unbalanced line.
sail Jose WO III tilt prison
Itor the first time last
Led 11, ken Kerr% :11111 It ha rie.%
Ilarrana), the frost’ spored a
ittiory, after a slim 641
halftime lead.
"I talked to their coach t
r.keek, and he assured me
.’tar’s team was just as btu,, r,
last year’s. San Quentin had J record when we met them
1962." JOIleS said.
The Spartababes leave here I.:,
bus at 10 a.m. After the gillr
they will have a meal at thr
prison.
San Jose will have 29 players
suited up for the game; its big-1
gest number in three weeks. Leon
Herzog, stocky fullback, will so.(’
.ime running duty and Don Buckingham will return at an end pe,Iirm
Roth have been sidrIir,,,i
JrJeurres
2011-potond
Chuck
tackle, is a doubtful starter due
I.. injtor) problems. fie is one of
the leaders in the Spartababes
.5’
"tlefen.ii%e ernnehers" - .1
v41114.11 hurts
rogx...1 defenske
ghell lip just 36 points in Ike
Jim Hart so In start at lett end
str,tig the past tykr,
:iEter
weeks. Bruce Fricke gets thr
at a starling guard. "Fricke’s pla.
trernendoubeen
has
lately
Jones declared.
Starting in the backfield for Sar
J"se will be Rick Gaul at quarter.
hack, Mike Nishio. halfback; Mik,
Spitzer, fullback. and Bill Peter son. flankerback.
Spitzer has been an
lloSt pla)er for Jones this )ear.
Ile carries the ball heineen 15*!--1 nines per gam... ushile doubt itog At IleferetiN’e end.
t..
I tle
ree
d,ii.d
unesided SicIrrry of OW
’
Thtirsda). SFS bon
’t
44-1.
karrierl Santa Clara’s
up 649 yards. It vias (lied
111-I start at quarterback this

CHUCK ROGER’,

44%********VVVV*************

r.t for -4..
CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
167. Tee

, - Suite 3. I
294-5660

Kobe.* T HecIdey C L U Gene,’ ogen,

Dinning out is a pleasure at
Bohannon’s. A place where fine
We pride ourselves in servservice and excellent cuisine go
hand in hand.
ing you in the best possible
style. Whether it be a light
snack or a complete dinner, our
skilled chefs give each order
individual care.
Dine out soon at Bohannon’s
Remember, any evening is an
Dccasion at

p,11 pruliably
Like most ot
feel pressured at times with the
demands made on you for original
thinking, - for fresh ideas that
will lift your
coninpoiplae, .
-ugh
of tlw
04- an.!
to
with K.t.
emmMary Baker Eddy,
mg how to turn l intelligent ideas
can do this, too.
We invite you to come to our
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our volrIerlis
through applying I he I -Jo;
Christian S/,..ne,

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

*Parts
*Accessories
*Special Discount for
S.J.S. Students
894 E. Santa Clara at 19th Street
CY 4-0742

larry nelson

For
Dining
Pleasure

$59.95

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Meeting time 7 30 p on Tuesdays
Meeting pl000 College Chapel

(The complete service station/

78 So. 41.11 St.

HALL

Frosh Enter San Quentin
For Final Test of Season

Stu Inman V. II emiduei
1 Serie,- id 110.41
the
yitme 1,1 l,a...ket1):111 in thr faculty
lee,
cafeteria.
t, the
faculty, will be NIS.. IS. 19. 22 and
26. For furthers’ information. call
lii I loIiiIr
Burdick. Fs’ ’2971?

’
IF TASTY. LDS.

,IRLOIN STEAK

ROY

BLUTE

IIICIC111111111%
***** *************

CY 2-1266

1101 S. First St.

romiww1)511 1,
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Prof. Hugin’s Book Talk
Deals With Political Policy
By MARS %%\l 1.5 II %KIN
!i :!: . : I!
Arneelesie
a ere the
ology and telti in.
ipook talk
topics 01 yesterdav
when Dr. Walter E. Iltigins reviewed "The New Politics: America anti the End of the Postwar
World."
The book. according to Hugins,
is an analysis and evaluation of
World
policy
since
American
War II.
The book stresses the rise of
the plural world anti the attempts
by each of the two major forces,
the United States and Russia, to
make the world over in its own
image.
In discussing the United States’
role in this, Hugel!. quoted. "We
became victim to the belief that
we were universally comjsment
and universally responsible to the
wletle world."
Throughout the book the need

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

98c

Puritan Oil

for

your

car

6th & Keyes

The annual Business Ediaiiition
dinner is tonight at 7 in the E.,,_
Dining Rtaan of the ( ..114.1 err p
y
tl
ii
pe-ident
Fries, i
C. o
Albert
Dr.
of the National A-inisehil!iin
Business Teacher It:tile:at kin, I the scheduled guest speaker.

! -ens!! of proporllint and In,
in policy is stres, I.
ir
I login,, said.
Hugins stated that the most
,l1r. (Tit leiSM of
the book is
that the United Nations is put
aside as essentially meaningless
suggest
book’s
authors
I The
. . we would need to shake
Ittose from the political ideas that
have engrossed us for so long.
;and create a new politics, a politics sensitive to the true plight
of contemporary man, and humble
enough to realize its own limitations."
;

Scadentit’, iii tnt.
nil Clam. Booler,

ii

F’iI:Fl

1.’itton
!! ’I
1-itions
to the .11’.

(Next to Fox Theatre)
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le at the (I,.1lions fin!
11000 the :I,.
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person
to 6 r.m.
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-
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Phone 298-4909

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

lines
lines
lines
lines

One time
SOt a line

Three times
250 a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add this
amount for
each addt1 line

be highlighted on tomorriav

New:s Statt.
Other campus new, will include
the introduction ta the 13 new
friean students zit St S. pictures
of Kappa Sigma ’nail and Dr. Har/711.
low Shapley, lecturer on
riphy at Harvard.

2081,

.75

.50

ilirliist

:

minor.

talk,
Kappt, th
:.,i! physical
i:pen to the iii.
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CHRISTMAS CARDS
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AUTOMOTIVE 12)
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save the cost

you order your out

AC!

Fresh Flowers Lost Longer
call 226-1464

980 So, 2nd St
-

Open

9 to 9 -

APPPO/ED CONTRACT !

FOR

RENT

m

1

FOR GIRIr,

LOST AND FOUND Is)

A short walk is good for you. But when you really
want to travel you can’t beat Greyhound for going
places at lowest cost. In fact Greyhound costs less
than trains, planes or driving yourself. For economy.

iry,T

nitITENANCE BOY
SERVICES (8)

in;HER WANTED

MONZA

63

OR UNFUPN
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Form r:f public
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Cs11 st Sparton Doily
Ad Office, 1707 t in 150
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No phone orders
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SACRAMENTO

BAKERSFIELD
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Phone
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Address

of a phone call or telegram If
of town flowers now we mail the
order, rather than wire it.
and
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-
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Al
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Place Your Out Of Town Flower Orders
And Save
Now
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SWIS AND BOOTS
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Starting Date --____ Run Ad For 2/1/4/5 Days (Circle On)

297-0254

DELUXE ARTS

!NUPE:JED Ill JAll

Lost and Found (CU Transportation 19)

-

Phone

Alameda

Order your out of town Thanksgiving flowers early

rim.,
tumbling,
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APARTMENT

Print your ad here:
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55 PLYMOUTH
’
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1010

It TAIMEM TRAIL I R.

FEET?

SORE

PERSONAI !LED
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:

Sun

"one of the largest pet shops in the country"

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

1.00

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

For Sole(3)

Open Sat, 8

111STILIILIFTION
enrollment
Fl percentage
TH I! 21.14 per cent
ere in the hitii ! ’!
21.8 tter
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Your Pet’s Dept. Store
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Across

MPri1;111i,
l’hl1111,

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
2
3
4
5

%%III

NIFF\10.11:
514 Corp.: meehanieal

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip if, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14. California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

Minimum
Two lines
One time

l’hi Sigma Kappa fraternity hole,
television show
morning’s
5-, 15. which is presented by the

Job interviews

Green,

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445 W. Alma St.

of Cal and SI:infra:41 and the new

Kyry

’,11.

I lot i-ill’.’,’
Bet

on the College Union -

i

1111 H.,

St.

Featured it

Ciinician Speaks:
Cffect of Massage

Miniature Golf with ASB Card

-

IF.

1,.111Ltictr.4!

Also Cages, Foods & Acccssories

I Iii. (’ihIlege I 111..111
’,I.. ii! contrst are doe by 4 in
1
tomorrow at :115 S. Ninth St.
The winning slogan will be used
in the informational campaign fot
the proposed $3.6 million College
l’nion.
Winner of the contest will rec.,’ e it Si::
itt certifietite.
I

HI

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store

10th
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Monday -Tuesday -Wednesday -Friday
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College Union
Entries Due
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Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget
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lioil 1‘.

.\tipti
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KSJS News Staff
Dees KNTV Show

ASB Posts Open

toil

3:30 p.m. The group, which is presently appearing at the Outhouse (formerly Big Al’s Gas.
house), plays Dixieland music at a torrid pace.

SING ALONG WITH US -Bob Thompson and
his All -Star Banjo Band will be featured today
at Cafe Capers in the Cafeteria from 2:30 to

r

347 So. First

tlie Nahlt.,1

on Fourth Stre.1

chairman.
Chairmen are: Site Ilan. Poo
grams: Bob Hart, Special
!
Stind Salamina,
eels Research: Vickie W,il
IS:is Ti: ’I .
l’.11

For Especially Fine Italian Foods

Including: Pizza, Spagetti, Lasagne,
Home Mode Raviolis, and Sandwiches.
Also try our Sea Food Specials.

t in

51) cents for
Steer ar
Inter-Collural
The
IFi’FFF
tOr
Committee has chosen new ch.or
I
men for this year, according ti. ,kating
Vickie Wallace, Public Relations 125 cents for skati 0

1..1

Azeria

from

Cultural Group
Picks Chairmen
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with the Business t.ducation De- in San Francs:,
partment.

Ex-Mayor Speaks
On USSR Tour
A former Los Altos mayor will
Lite his impressions of a pit’’ ii
! ’’ii’
of the Union of Sociali-i
Republics with Congress .--:.1!!
11111 CharleS S. Gubser tomorrow
night. at 8 at Los Altos
’School.
Dunnett will present slides talit1
in the Soviet Union, emph:or/11.....:
his observations on the edia:-.1 0
-.ystem of the Communist roz,.,

Sutro’s the Scene
Of SJS Ski C!ub’s
ice Skating Trip

!Annual Business
Dinner Tonight

I

01110

One erlri SI

’

SAN DIEGO

hs

SAN FRANCISCO Ii
’
’
1
On. rrr
SAN LUIS OBISPO
One w.ip S1.. P
70 Ahead’’, Ave.
291.0197
San Jose

fAsk for Free Ticket poky( ryl

